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Stolen and Stained.

Carrying a tattoo on your skin no longer just comes with a risk of infection. Get the composition right, you
have the latest mind-control drug on the market. It’s the sex-traders’ dream, or worst nightmare, depending
on the concentrated dose of the ink—and just who’s wearing it.

For Kiyen, the ink means he’s able to strip raw the minds of the best and worst of society. He’s one of MI7’s
top killers and never more driven to select and take down a target. For Falen, the ink has ensured he’s spent
his early years as a willing sex slave and low-grade empath. Hiding out in a small town and trying to bury
the needs running through his body, Fal’s hoping to stay under the radar of MI7 and their specialist killers.
But the ink itself has a mind of its own, wanting to ignite the natural dynamics driving a Dom and sub, so
when Kiyen is forced into Fal’s small world, prejudice battles a pure need to touch. Only problem is: Kiyen’s
on the run, and in a world where thought can be the worst crime of all, Fal’s in for a fight for his sanity to
find out just what it is that’s making a young killer run for his life. (M/M)
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From reader reviews:

Wanda Stamper:

The publication untitled Broken Ink is the guide that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality
of the book content that will be shown to a person. The language that publisher use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of investigation when write the book, hence the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Broken
Ink from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Greg Little:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try issue that really opposite
from that. One particular activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Broken Ink, it is possible to
enjoy both. It is great combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come
on its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Carole Houston:

You are able to spend your free time to study this book this publication. This Broken Ink is simple to create
you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not possess much space to
bring the particular printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save
typically the book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you
buy this book.

Tammy Booker:

Is it a person who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Broken Ink can be the answer, oh
how comes? The new book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this
fresh era is common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?
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